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A B S T R A C T

The extraction of vein traits from venation networks is of great significance to the development of a variety of
research fields, such as evolutionary biology. However, traditional studies normally target to the extraction of
reticulate structure traits (ReSTs), which is not sufficient enough to distinguish the difference between vein
orders. For hierarchical structure traits (HiSTs), only a few tools have made attempts with human assistance, and
obviously are not practical for large-scale traits extraction. Thus, there is a necessity to develop the method of
automated vein hierarchy classification, raising a new challenge yet to be addressed. We propose a novel vein
hierarchy classification method based on directional morphological filtering to automatically classify vein or-
ders. Different from traditional methods, our method classify vein orders from highly dense venation networks
for the extraction of traits with ecological significance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
automatically classify vein hierarchy. To evaluate the performance of our method, we prepare a soybean
transmission image dataset (STID) composed of 1200 soybean leaf images and the vein orders of these leaves are
manually coarsely annotated by experts as ground truth. We apply our method to classify vein orders of each leaf
in the dataset. Compared with ground truth, the proposed method achieves great performance, while the average
deviation on major vein is less than 5 pixels and the average completeness on second-order veins reaches
54.28%.

1. Introduction

There are no two identical leaves in the world. Regardless of species,
the diversity of leaves can be investigated through venation archi-
tecture, which consists of xylem transporting water and nutrients, and
phloem transporting photosynthate (Robert, 2013). However, for the
development and functions, venation still shares common structural
patterns, i.e., a hierarchy of vein orders forming a reticulate mesh
(McKown et al., 2010; Sack and Scoffoni, 2013). Based on vein dia-
meter and branching, the reticulate hierarchy is used to classify vena-
tion structures into several levels: first-order veins, second-order veins,
third-order veins and minor veins (Hickey, 1973; Sack et al., 2012). In
particular, first-order veins are defined as running from the petiole
towards the leaf apex, second-order veins are those branching off at
intervals and third-order veins and minor veins constitute a reticulate
mesh between first-order veins and second-order veins. An example of
different vein orders is presented in Fig. 1, where the green line re-
presents first-order veins, red for second-order veins and blue for third-

order and minor veins. Different from the definition mentioned above,
the second-order veins in our work are closure structures, instead of
open structures. The latter second-order vein branch rides on the former
second-order vein branch and all the second-order vein branches form a
surrounding structure. Since the distinction between third-order and
minor veins is ambiguous, they are grouped together as minor veins.
Recently, since the ecological and evolutionary function of leaf vena-
tion networks have attracted increasing interest in a wide range of
fields, it is believed that veins are the key to understanding vascular
patterning and tissue differentiation (Sack et al., 2012) and also provide
a valuable insight into the general properties of network information,
resource distribution, and redundancy (Price et al., 2011). Besides, it
has been reported that venation might be of high importance to species
recognition (Clarke et al., 2006; Park et al., 2008; Scoffoni et al., 2011).
Thus, there is a necessity for us to extract the traits of veins or leaf
venation networks for further detailed quantifying analysis.

Vein traits in high-resolution venation networks can be classified
into two categories, one is reticulate structure traits focusing on the
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global features of venation networks, such as total vein density (VLA,
vein length per unit area), and the other is hierarchical structure traits
representing features of different vein orders, such as first-order vein
density. For the extraction of ReSTs, a number of automated or semi-
automated tools have been developed, such as a method to extract vein
patterns (Rolland-Lagan et al., 2009), VESGEN (Vickerman et al.,
2009), LEAFGUI (Price et al., 2011), LIMANI (Dhondt et al., 2012),
NEFI (Dirnberger et al., 2015), PhenoVein (Bühler et al., 2015) and NET
(Lasser and Katifori, 2017). Among them, LEAFGUI is one of the most
popular tools, as it is a user-assisted software tool with easy-to-use
graphical user interface. With LEAFGUI, the venation network can be
better studied by applying some image processing functionalities for
vein/areole traits extraction. Besides, the ReSTs extracted have been
proven to be ecologically and morphologically useful from different
perspectives, including but not limited to the impact of vein density on
climate, habitat or growth form (Sack and Scoffoni, 2013; Scoffoni
et al., 2015) and vein width on leaf hydraulic conductance (Feild and
Brodribb, 2013; Xiong et al., 2015). Even though ReSTs can be effi-
ciently extracted, one should note that ReSTs cannot represent the
entire vein system, as they are not capable of distinguishing different
vein orders to give a conclusive test for the general scaling issue of vein
traits.

Different from ReSTs, HiSTs are able to describe venation networks
with more details in terms of vein orders. Recently, certain efforts have
been made to investigate the relationship between leaf ecological
functions and vein traits on different vein orders (Sack et al., 2012; Lee
et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 2017; Niinemets et al., 2007a, b). It has
been pointed out that different orders of venation are more appropriate
to represent the features of a venation network (Lee et al., 2017).
During the breakdown of global scaling relationship between leaf size
and major vein density, water supply and demand remain coordinated
(Schneider et al., 2017). However, concerning the fact of lacking au-
tomatic vein hierarchy classification methods to extract HiSTs from
high-resolution leaf images, we still need to perform the extraction task
based on labor-intensive experiments. In (Gouveia et al., 1997), a two-
step solution was proposed to segment veins of chestnut tree leaves,
whose secondary veins are approximately straight and have the same
inclination. Regarding the task of measuring angle between the primary
vein and secondary veins, the approach of Hough transform has been
proved to be promising (Cao et al., 2017). However, a major limitation
of these methods is that they are only applicable to low-resolution
images where vein details could hardly be captured. It is for this reason
that the veins extracted by most of existing methods are normally
straight, which are not applicable to the study of vein traits extraction.
Moreover, although there are some other tools, like PhenoVein (Bühler
et al., 2015), proposed to identify particular vein segments with human
assistance, it is still a challenging task to develop the approach to

automatically identify different vein orders from high-resolution ve-
nation network images.

Directional morphological filtering is particularly appropriate to
process the oriented image structures (Soille and Talbot, 2001). In
principle, the morphological filtering can be used to remove noise and
irrelevant parts in images. Combining directional filters or template
masks, morphological filtering is sensitive to pixels along a specified
range of orientations (Bamberger and Smith, 1992). Thus, for the task
of extracting objects with narrow and elongated objects, such as road
and river, direction morphological operators have proven to be pro-
mising (Valero et al., 2010; Chaudhuri et al., 2015; Ding et al., 2016).
Concerning the fact that vein branches are also long and thin, it is worth
exploring the possibility of classifying vein orders by directional mor-
phological filtering.

In this paper, we propose a novel vein hierarchy classification
method to automatically classify vein orders from a venation network.
First of all, morphological opening with multiple linear masks is
adopted to detect the direction of each foreground pixel. Then, the main
direction of each vein order is determined by the spatial distribution of
vein segments. After that, we apply a dual-threshold vein reconstruc-
tion strategy to locate strong vein segments along the main orientation
with a higher threshold, and connect and extend through weak vein
segments from complementary directions with a lower threshold. To
the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to auto-
matically classify vein orders from high-resolution images. The pro-
posed method makes it possible for high-throughput analysis of hier-
archical venation structure, such as second-order vein branching angle,
which can only be measured in laboratory environment in the past.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed vein hierarchy clas-
sification method, we prepared a dataset of 1200 soybean enhanced leaf
images, in which the contrast between veins and areoles were quite
clear. And the vein orders were manually labeled by experts. The ex-
perimental results showed that our method achieved a good perfor-
mance in the first-order and second-order veins. We also performed the
task of extracting several HiSTs, which could not be automatically
processed by existing methods.

2. Materials and methods

In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed vein hier-
archy classification method. The method consists of two main steps:
main orientation detection and vein reconstruction. Robustness of the
proposed method is ensured by improved directional morphological
filtering and extension of disjointed vein segments. Since the first-order
veins for soybean leaves are unique, we refer them as major vein in the
remaining parts of this work. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of our proposed
vein hierarchy classification method.

2.1. Dataset description

Our method is able to perform its tasks on venation network images,
which can be generated by all kinds of high-resolution enhanced leaf
images with a considerable contrast between veins and areoles. Such
contrast can be achieved by different approaches, such as chemically
cleared imaging (Scoffoni et al., 2011), scanned imaging (Larese et al.,
2014), microscopic imaging (Bühler et al., 2015) or X-ray imaging
(Blonder et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2018). However, the procedure
to acquire chemically cleared images is time-consuming and error
prone. Moreover, vein details can hardly be captured from normally
scanned images. Thus, we acquire high-resolution enhanced leaf images
by imaging with concentrated lights on the other side. Considering the
difference in light transmittance between veins and areoles, vein areas
can be naturally enhanced as shown in Fig. 3(a). For batch acquisition,
an Epson Perfection V850 pro scanner with the transmission scanning
mode is adopted.

In our work, STID was obtained from the Northeast Institute of

Fig. 1. Illustration of the definition of vein orders. First-order vein, second-
order veins and minor veins are marked in green, red and blue respectively.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Geography and Agroecology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, which
consisted of totally 1200 RGB images of soybean leaves, summing up to
200 cultivars and each with six sample leaves taken from three different
parts of plants. Images are taken using the scanner at the resolution of
600 pixels per inch and stored as 48-bit RGB TIFF images. Besides, vein
orders of these leaves have been coarsely labeled by experts with Adobe
Photoshop CS6 as ground truth, according to the definition of vein
hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 1. Brushes with fixed size were adopted, i.e.,
13 pixel-width for major veins, 9 for second-order veins and 5 for minor
veins.

2.2. Preprocessing

The goal of preprocessing is to extract binary venation network
images, which varies according to the type of enhanced leaf images. For

chemically cleared images, adaptive thresholding by mean intensity is
adopted (Price et al., 2011). And for normally scanned images, UHMT
(Unconstrained Hit-or-Miss Transform) is used (Larese et al., 2014). For
transmission images, due to their similarity with chemically cleared
images, median filtering and adaptive thresholding binarization by
mean and standard deviation intensity is taken.

At first, median filtering is used to remove noise from enhanced leaf
images. Then, an existing adaptive thresholding algorithm (Sauvola and
Pietikainen, 2000) is directly adopted to acquire binary venation net-
work images. Compared with adaptive thresholding by mean intensity,
this algorithm is partially invariant to illumination changes. Supposing
g(x, y)∈ [0, 255] is the intensity of pixel at location (x, y) in grayscale
image. The goal is to compute a threshold t(x, y) for each pixel, so that
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≥
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g x y t x y
g x y t x y

0, ( , ) ( , )
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(1)

And the threshold t(x, y) is determined by the mean m(x, y) and stan-
dard deviation s(x, y) of the pixels’ intensity in a ×w w window cen-
tered around the pixel (x, y).

= + −t x y m x y k s x y R( , ) ( , )[1 ( ( , )/ 1)] (2)

where R is the maximum value of the standard deviation and k is the
threshold.

2.3. Main orientation detection

In this step, the main orientation of each vein order is determined by
assigning each foreground pixel with one or more directions based on
morphological opening. This is the key step to achieve rotation in-
variance as the direction of each pixel is determined by its neighboring
pixels.

2.3.1. Multi-direction assignment
As the topological structure of venation network is highly dense,

morphological opening with multiple linear masks is used to efficiently
assign the direction of each foreground pixel. Providing the number of
linear masks is n, and the length of masks is λ. Then the ith mask can be
denoted as L(λ, θi), where θi= i * π/n (0 < i≤ n) is the slope of mask.
Here, 18 linear masks are used as shown in Fig. 3(b). When an opening
mask with fixed slope and length is applied to the venation networks,
foreground pixels with this orientation and at least this length will re-
main, while its neighboring pixels along other directions will be re-
moved. For each direction, the image formed by pixels remained is
called projection sub-image under this direction. Fig. 3(c) shows an
example of sub-images along four typical directions. In each sub-image,
each eight connected domain is called a vein segment.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of proposed vein hierarchy classification method.

Fig. 3. Direction assignment for each fore-ground pixel. (a) 500×500-pixel
central patch of the sample enhanced leaf image in Fig. 2. (b) Using multiple
linear masks to assign the direction of each foreground pixel. (c) The projection
sub-images opening by L(25, θi) along four typical directions, where i equals 1,
4, 9, 15 respectively from left to right, corresponding to the directions labeled
in (b). The original venation network image is shown in Fig. 4(c).
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2.3.2. Key direction localization
After assigning directions to each foreground pixels, the orientation

of each vein order can be localized among these 18 directions. For
major vein, the orientation is related to leaf shape. Since the common
shape of soybean images is elliptical, we assume that the orientation of
major vein is consistent with that of the major axis of the ellipse with
same second-moments.

For second-order veins, under each direction, length of all vein
segments in the corresponding sub-image is calculated by that of the
diagonal of segment's bounding box. Based on the analysis of the length
distribution under each direction, we take maximum value λi and
standard deviation ei as the metrics of dispersion on ith direction, de-
noted by Λi=(λi, ei). Because when it comes to directions close to the
main orientation of second-order veins, like the 4th and 15th direction
in Fig. 3(c), the response of second-order vein is strong leaving more
long vein segments, causing the corresponding dispersion metric
higher. As major vein leaves strong response in most directions due to
larger width, the analysis is conducted when major vein is extracted
and removed from venation networks.

2.4. Dual-threshold vein reconstruction

To identify vein segments at the same vein order, a dual-threshold
vein reconstruction strategy is proposed. In particular, strong vein
segments can be identified along main orientation θM by robust filtering
with higher thresholds λh, while the operation of connection and ex-
tension will be applied to locate weak vein segments along com-
plementary directions with lower thresholds λl.

2.4.1. Robust directional vein filtering
Due to the tiny blocky noises caused by imbalanced distributed

amboceptor in venation network, robust directional morphological fil-
tering is preferred over traditional morphological filtering in terms of
the ability of tolerance to noise. The linear mask L(λh, θM) is applied
with hit or miss constraints to extract pixels matching both foreground
and background neighboring limits. More specifically, given a vein
network f, for each foreground pixel f(x, y), these two constraints are
defined as: (i) The ratio of its neighboring foreground pixels along the
linear mask should not be less than the hit threshold δh. (ii) The ratio of
the longest background segment along the linear mask should be within
the miss threshold δm, which is defined as:

∘
≥

f L λ θ
λ

δ
( , )h M

h
h (3)

≤λ λ δmax( )/b h m (4)

where ∘ denotes cross-correlation and λb is the set of background seg-
ments’ length along linear mask.

After that, strong vein segments can be located. for major vein, we
locate the longest segment and set it as strong vein segment. For
second-order veins, due to the existence of multiple vein branches, we
locate segments whose length ratio over the maximum segment length
is larger than a threshold ξ.

2.4.2. Collinear vein extension
The strong vein segments extracted are consider as elementary units

for further processing. Since vein segments on the same vein branch are
supposed to share similar directions called collinear, vein extension is
performed to find such kind of segments along a certain direction.
Suppose V is the set of strong vein segments. The criterion of collinear is
defined as (take left side of strong vein segments for example): for the
ith nearest segment Si on the left side of V, the direction divergence η
between the left side of strong vein segments and the left side of Si
should be within a given threshold η, which can be described as follow:
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where (RLS, CLS) is the left side coordinate of V, and R C( , )LS LSi i is the left
side coordinate of segment Si.

Once this condition is satisfied, segment Si will be included as a part
of strong vein segments, the coordinate of strong vein segments on this
side will be updated. This procedure will not be terminated until the
border of strong vein segments meets the contour of leaf or there is no
collinear segment. The algorithm terminates when the former condition
is satisfied. If the latter terminating condition is found, the vein con-
nection strategy will be adopted to find complementary direction.

2.4.3. Directional consistency vein connection
Since vein branches are not strictly straight, it is almost impossible

to obtain a complete vein branch only from one direction. According to
the fact that the growth tendency of a vein branch should be similar to
its main direction, namely direction consistency, vein connection
strategy is used to find a complementary direction matching the growth
tendency. For strong vein segments mentioned above (take left side for
example), the head of strong vein segments is used as a detector. We
will travel the neighboring directions and the corresponding sub-
images, which are generated by opening with lower threshold λl, to find
direction with vein segments connected to the top of the detector.
Because one pixel may belong to multiple directions, there will be
overlapping parts between vein segments along different directions.
Once a complementary direction was found, the new direction will be
set as θM and the vein extension strategy is repeated to find dis-
connected vein segments from the sub-image corresponding to the new
direction.

3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of vein hierarchy classification

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of proposed vein
hierarchy classification method. The performance of our method was
evaluated by five measurement indices compared with ground truth
and all the parameters were set empirically the same for all the images.

3.1.1. Parameter selection
The proposed method relies on a number of parameters that are set

empirically from image properties. In the experiments, the parameter k
in preprocessing was alternatively selected from [0.01, 0.05] with step
of 0.01 and we found that k=0.04 yielded the best performance.
R=128 for grayscale images. For direction assignment, the length of
linear masks λ was 50 pixels for major vein and 40 pixels (80 percent of
that of major vein) for second-order veins. For Dual-threshold vein
reconstruction, the higher thresholds λh for these two vein orders were
the same as direction assignment procedure respectively. And the lower
thresholds λl are 80 percent of higher thresholds. For vein extension,
the direction divergence η is 5. For vein connection, the length of de-
tector is 500 pixels. The hit constraint δw and miss constraint δb for
robust filtering were set as 0.95 and 0.05.

3.1.2. Evaluation metrics
The proposed method can be evaluated by completeness, correct-

ness and quality (Heipke et al., 1997). Completeness measures the
proportion of matched vein area in reference vein trace, which is de-
fined as recall in the context of machine learning. Correctness re-
presents the ratio of matched vein area in extracted vein trace, which is
precision. Quality is a combination of correctness and completeness and
their optimum value is 1. The definition of completeness, correctness
and quality are presented as follows:
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=
+

Completeness TP
TP FN (6)

=
+

Correctness TP
TP FP (7)

=
+ +

Quality TP
TP FN FP (8)

where TP, FP and FN are the true positive, false positive and false po-
sitive respectively. For illustration convenience, we will refer the
completeness, correctness, quality respectively as com, corr, quality.

One additional metric, average deviation, is used to measure the
average distance between extracted veins and ground truth. Here, we
used Euclidean distance. The optimum value is 0. The definition of
deviation from extracted veins to ground truth (devcom) and deviation
from ground truth to extracted veins (devcorr) are as follows:

∑=
∈

d x P ndev argmin( ( , ))/
x S

pcom
(9)

∑=
∈

d x S ndev argmin( ( , ))/
x P

scorr
(10)

where S and P are respectively the point set of extracted veins and
ground truth, d(x, P) is the set of Euclidean distance from point x to
point set P and np is the number of points in point set p and so is ns

3.1.3. Performance analysis
For a better visual comparison, three typical leaf images from dif-

ferent soybean cultivars were chosen. Fig. 4 shows elliptical leaf with
straight major vein in panel (a), elliptical leaf with curving major vein
in panel (b) which is most challenging, and round leaf with straight
major vein in panel (c). The extracted veins are illustrated in green for
major vein, red for second-order veins respectively.

A quantitative analysis on these three leaves is provided in Table 1.
Despite the encouraging visual effects, the statistical results are kind of
lagged behind on the former three indices. Take major vein for ex-
ample, the extracted veins have perfectly matched the vein branches
but ending up with the final quality of 0.47, 0.42 and 0.52, which is
counter-intuitive. As shown in the panel (d) and (e) of Fig. 4, the
coarsely labeled major vein is wider than the real major vein branch in
the one side and narrower in the other side, while extracted veins fit the
width tendency. Thus compared with ground truth, the vein diameter in
extracted veins is larger near petiole, causing the FN/TP bigger than
expected, and narrower near apex, causing the FP/TP bigger than ex-
pected. So is true for second-order veins. However, despite the fact that
diameter of vein branches narrows along their length (Sack and

Scoffoni, 2013), it is almost impossible to follow the diameter change
while manually labelling. Because the diameter change of each vein
branch is irregular. Thus we introduce the latter two indices to measure
the average deviation between labeled veins and ground truth. The
statistical results on these two indices are more reasonable with average
deviation lower than six pixels on major veins. On second-order veins,
the devcom is much bigger than devcorr. This is because the extracted
second-order veins is not completely matching our venation model, in
which the latter second-order vein branch rides over the former second-
order vein branch. And this also explains why com is apparently lower
than corr on second-order veins.

However, there are some undesired gaps and obvious wrong seg-
mentations when zooming the images into pixel level, especially for
second-order veins. Take the second-order veins in the panel (b) in
Fig. 4 for example, on the lower left of major vein, there is a gap be-
tween major vein and the second-order vein branch. This is because
that the orientation change between the missing segment and the lo-
cated segment is bigger than the threshold given in extension proce-
dure, causing the misjudgment. For the branch on the bottom left, there
is some wrong segmentations in the middle of the branch, which results
from the misjudgement of fore-ground pixel's direction caused by the
poor quality of venation network. And second-order vein branches near
the apex still can not be completely detected, because the main or-
ientation changes so quickly that the vein branch breaks into too small
pieces to reconstruct. Besides, since the definition of second-order veins
is not unique, we just labeled the dominant second-order vein branches
according to the branching width. If more second-order veins are
needed, further revision can be made manually on the output images of
our method.

Fig. 5(a) shows the performance of our method on the STID dataset.
We can observe that our method works well on the majority of the 1200

Fig. 4. The results of proposed vein hierarchy classification method on three typical leaves and visual comparison of extracted veins and ground truth. (a)–(c) Three
typical leaves with extracted major vein (green) and second-order veins (red). (d) 200×200-pixel central patch taken from three different parts of (c). (e) The
corresponding 200× 200-pixel central patch from (f). (f) Ground truth of leaf (c). First-order vein and second-order veins are marked in green and red respectively
(Best viewed in color). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Performance of proposed vein hierarchy classification method on the three
leaves in Fig. 4 compared with ground truth. Major vein and second-order veins
are denoted as 1° vein and 2° veins, respectively.

Order No. Com Corr Quality Dev_com Dev_corr

1° vein Leaf 1 0.64 0.63 0.47 1.44 1.59
Leaf 2 0.77 0.49 0.42 0.72 5.66
Leaf 3 0.73 0.64 0.52 0.86 1.56

2° veins Leaf 1 0.29 0.76 0.27 50.64 1.08
Leaf 2 0.37 0.38 0.23 75.06 26.77
Leaf 3 0.41 0.61 0.32 24.63 2.07
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images, despite the quality of venation networks. The average value of
com and corr reach 0.59 and 0.65 on major vein, while devcom and devcorr
are smaller than 5 pixels in most cases. For second-order veins, even
though the value of completeness is obviously worse than completeness
both on indices com and devcom, just like that of the three leaves in
Fig. 4, the value of correctness is pretty good with the average value of
0.54 and 18.4 on corr and devcorr. This means that the vein branches
extracted by our method do match the real vein branches. However,
there are some quite unsatisfactory values. For example, the minimum
value of com on major vein almost reaches 0.2. This is mainly caused by
the quality of venation networks. On the one side, the shape of leaf
might be so curved, causing the wrong judgment of main orientation of
vein orders. On the other side, there might be too many impurities in
vein branches or the structure of venation networks might be too loose,
leading to initial strong vein segments and candidate strong vein seg-
ments location error during vein extension. For more results on the
STID, please refer to http://www.wutbiolab.com/leaf.

3.2. Necessity of vein reconstruction strategy

No matter chemically cleared imaging, X-ray imaging or scanned
imaging, impurities are inevitable in the generated binary venation
network images. With the robust directional filtering which is tolerant
to occlusion, our method is able to jump over the impurities in vein
branches for a better initial strong vein segments. Meanwhile the dis-
connected vein segments on the same vein branch can be located during
vein extension.

Fig. 6(a) shows the visual comparison of determined initial strong
vein segments of the sample image in Fig. 4(b) by opening and robust
filtering along the main orientation of major vein. We can see that the
initial strong major vein segment generated by robust filtering is more
complete than that generated by opening, due to the hit and miss
constraints.

Once initial strong vein segments have been located along main
orientation of certain vein order after robust directional filtering, vein
extension and connection allow us to obtain a better vein branch. The

panels (i) and (ii) in Fig. 6(b) show the visual comparison of strong vein
segments before and after extension and connection on the sample
image in Fig. 4(b). The change of major vein branch near apex is quite
obvious, since the shape of major vein is approximately S-shaped. The
same is true for second-order veins branches. Statistical results are
listed in Table 2, confirming the conclusions driven from visual ana-
lysis. Fig. 6(b) presents how the vein extension and connection strategy
works to help capture more vein branch details regardless of the or-
ientation changes. Without the procedure of extension and connection,
the initial strong vein segments can only describe a part of the vein
branch. During the iteration of extension and connection, the extracted
vein segments gradually grow into a more complete vein branch. When
it comes to second-order vein branches, the extension and connection
strategy will terminate once the border of strong vein segments reaches
the border of contour. Because when vein branch of second-order vein
reaches the contour, the orientation change is too big to follow the
direction consistency which is the rule of connection strategy.

Statistical results on the STID dataset before vein connection and
extension are shown in Fig. 5(b). We can see that after extension and
connection, the average value of com has increased significantly both
on major vein and second-order veins by 3% and 5% respectively,
compared with the final results in Fig. 5(a). Even though completeness
and correctness are one-side measurements, the average value of corr
has remained almost stable. And the change is more obvious on the
latter two indices. This means that our extension and connection
strategy works pretty well while improving the performance in terms of
completeness and with no compromise on correctness.

3.3. Venation network traits

To demonstrate the significance of hierarchical venation structure,
we list some of the HiSTs that can be extracted in Table 3, such as vein
length of different vein orders, second-order veins branching angles,
etc., An example of derived HiSTs for these three leaves in Fig. 4 is
shown in Fig. 7. The data we present are for heuristic purposes only.
Thus we are not testing any hypothesis and we just demonstrate some

Fig. 5. Experimental results of extracted veins compared with ground truth on the 1200 soybean images after (a) and before (b) vein extension and connection. (i)
The former three indices (i.e., com, corr, quality) on first-order and second-order veins. (ii) and (iii) The latter two indices (i.e., devcom, devcorr) on first-order and
second-order veins.
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types of measurements that can be acquired with our hierarchical ve-
nation networks.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we propose a novel method to classify vein orders from
venation networks automatically. Our method has been proven to be
invariant to translation and rotation. To our knowledge, this is the first
attempt of automatically classifying vein hierarchy in high-resolution
images without manual intervention. It is for this reason that our
method is capable of assisting automatic extraction of HiSTs for more
detailed vein structural analysis, which can only be manually or semi-
automated measured in the past. To evaluate the performance of our
method, we prepared a dataset composed of soybean leaf images and
manually labeled vein orders of these leaves as ground truth. Compared
with the ground truth, our method achieves good results on both major
and second-order veins. Besides, the pipeline of our method can be
generalized to leaves with different venation patterns, which greatly
promotes the research about plant phenotypes.

Our method still has some limitations that we intend to work on in
future. At first, scaling invariance has not been achieved in our method,
but it's very important for the plant tracking analysis within the whole
developmental stage. Furthermore, compared to the ground truth, there
are a lot of works can be done to extract second-order veins with closure
structures, such as steerable filters.
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Fig. 6. The procedure of vein reconstruction on the sample image in Fig. 4(b).
(a) The initial strong vein segment (red) of major vein generated by opening
(left) and robust filtering (right) on mask L(50, θM)(M=18). (b) The overall
visual comparison of strong vein segments and the specific procedure of ex-
tension and connection, take major vein for example. (i) Result of strong vein
segments before extension and connection. (ii) Result of strong vein segments
after extension and connection. (iii) Additional strong vein segments (red) after
extension along the sub-image on the right panel in (a). (iv) The sub-image
generated by opening on L(50, θi), where θi(i=16) is the new direction de-
termined by connection. (v) Additional strong vein segments (red) after ex-
tension along the sub-image in (iv). (vi) The sub-image generated by opening on
L(50, θi), where θi(i=15) is the new direction determined by connection. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Statistical result of strong vein segments before and after the procedure of ex-
tension and connection, corresponding to the panel (i) and (ii) in Fig. 6(b).

Order com corr quality dev_com dev_corr

1° vein Before 0.72 0.48 0.40 27.23 3.30
After 0.79 0.50 0.44 0.77 3.06

2° veins Before 0.34 0.55 0.27 77.32 18.53
After 0.44 0.50 0.31 42.53 18.94

Table 3
A list of some HiSTs that can be derived within hierarchical venation net-
works.

Symbol Definition

θ 2° veins branching angle
LEMS Length of vein edgesa in 1° vein and 2° veins
DEMS Density of vein branch in 2° veins
LMS Length of vein branches in 2° veins

a for more detailed information about the definition of vein traits, please
refer to Price et al. (2011) and Bühler et al. (2015).

Fig. 7. Examples of some HiSTs that can be generated from hierarchical ve-
nation networks on the three leaves shown in Fig. 4. Data shown are for il-
lustration purpose only. (a) Length distribution of edges in 1° and 2° veins. (b)
Density distribution of vein branches in 2° veins. (c) Distribution of 2° vein
branching angles. The value is positive for 2° vein branches upon 1° vein and
negative for 2° vein branches beneath 1° vein. Leaves have been rotated to the
same orientation when calculating branching angles. (d) Density distribution of
vein branches in 2° veins.
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